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The Waterbond
transaction
On Thursday, 26th June 2014, the Nederlandse WaterschapsBank N.V.
(NWB Bank), rated Aaa/AA+, launched a 5-year EUR 500 million
Green Bond transaction to support NWB Bank’s lending to the
Dutch Water Authorities.
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NWB BANK INAUGURAL GREEN BOND, THE ‘WATERBOND’

Proceeds from the NWB Bank’s Green Bonds

stations) or (c) projects which are related to water

are credited at an internal earmarked account

related biodiversity projects rather than directly

at NWB Bank dedicated for lending to the Dutch

climate related (i.e. sanitation and dredging of

Water Authorities. The Dutch Water Authorities are

waterbeds, water treatment, transport and cleaning of

governmental bodies, employing around 11,000

wastewater and disposal of sewage sludge).

people, responsible for flood protection, water
management and water quality. Climate change

The 5-year EUR 500 million “no-grow” transaction

adaptation is an integrated part of their tasks. A large

was announced in the morning of Thursday, June 26th

part of the investments in flood control and in water

with an initial guidance at midswaps plus 10 basis

management are executed under the umbrella of

points area and quickly attracted strong demand

the Dutch “Delta Plan” a plan set up by the Dutch

from predominantly European green bond investors.

government to make the Dutch flood protection and

After a rapid book building process, the heavily

water management schemes fit for the expected

oversubscribed order book could be closed after

climate change in the coming decennia. Both heavier

2 hours of book building totaling EUR 1.8 billion from

rainfall patterns as well as longer periods of drought

83 investors. The transaction priced in the afternoon

are taken into consideration.

of June 26th in line with the issuers secondary market
EUR curve at midswaps plus +8 basis points, and

Proceeds are used to fund Green Bond Eligible

was primarily allocated to dedicated green investors

Projects by the Water Authorities that target (a)

and committed mainstream accounts such as Aegon

mitigation of climate change, being waterway

NV, APG, F&C Investments, AP2, AP4, La Mondiale,

management, (b) adaptation to climate change,

Triodos Bank, MIROVA, IKEA, European Commission,

meaning investments in climate-resilient growth

Banque Degroof, SNS Asset Management, SNS Bank,

(flood protection, other flood defenses and pumping

Robeco and Univest Company.
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Distribution statistics
Investor region
Other 3%

Investor type
Switzerland 6%

Other 3%

Other Europe 7%
Benelux 26%

Austria/
Germany 19%

Scandinavia 11%

Asia 15%

Fund Managers
Insurance 51%

France 13%

“We are very happy with the result. The water authorities are our
shareholders and a nice aspect of this project was that we could bring all
the good work they are doing under a broad attention. Their knowledge on
environmental issues is so extensive that they are asked all over the world
for their expertise, however, not many people are aware of this. As a bank
this is our first green bond. Our aim is to make this an annual event in this
format” says Tom Meuwissen, Treasurer at NWB Bank.
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Banks 16%

Central
Banks/Official
Institutions 13%
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Use of Proceeds
Proceeds from the NWB Bank Green Bonds are credited to an internal earmarked account at NWB Bank
dedicated for lending to the Dutch Water Authorities (Water Authorities). Projects financed by the Water
Authorities are according to the mandate given to the Water Authorities and managed by the Water
Authorities and defined through the Dutch Water Act (Waterwet). The mandate of the Water Authorities is to
do water management through mitigation, adaptation and biodiversity projects inside the following areas:
reduction and biogas production

An annual external audit of the earmarked account

of nutrients and other substances

will confirm the lending done. According to plan

n	Energy
n	Reuse

n	Transport
n	Flood

and treatment of wastewater

protection infrastructure

n	Irrigation

and drainage, pumping stations

n	(Re)design

NWB Bank has spent the proceeds from the Green
Bonds in their lending to the Water Authorities
throughout 2014.

of watercourses and wetlands for

water storage and discharge
n	Sanitation

and dredging and waterbeds

n	Improving

water quality

The following projects of the Water Authorities are eligible:
Eligible project types
Mitigation

1. Energy recovery from waste water and extraction of phosphor

Adaptation

1. Floodprotection
2. Other flood defences
3. Waterway management
4. Pumping stations

Biodiversity

1. Water treatment
2. Sanitation and dredging of waterbeds
3. Transport and cleaning of wastewater
4. Disposal of sewage sludge
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Environmental
policies that guide the
Water Authorities
Under EU and national laws, the

Water management reports regarding the water quality and

Water Authorities are required

biodiversity impact of the plans are sent to the European Commission

to develop a water management

as a requirement under the European Water Framework Directive.

plan and report on the progress

Flood protection schemes are reported on a national level, but also

of implementation (confirmed

subject to the European Flood Directive. Waste water treatment

by personal communication with

plans are reported under the European Urban Waste Water Directive.

Unie van Waterschappen (Union of

Under Dutch law, the Water Authorities are required to acquire an

the Water Authorities)).

environmental permit for all initiatives, and perform an environmental
impact assessment for large projects.

NWB Bank’s role in society
...of (semi) government institutions...

Bank funding ...

Water boards
Bank X
Housing corporations
Capital market

NWB Bank

Healthcare institutions

Nature
Environment
Energy
Education
Infrastructure
Sustainable building

Municipal authorities

Water management

Provincial authorities

Healthcare

Bank Y
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...creates added value for society

Integrity
etc.
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Estimated investments
by Water Authorities
for 2014 and 2015

Investments (in € million)

2014

2015

18

17

Flood protection

340

382

Other flood defences

122

120

Waterway management

103

114

Sanitation and dredging of waterbeds

44

41

Water treatment, quality and quantity

281

261

Transport and cleaning of wastewater

243

288

Disposal of sewage sludge

33

33

Roads

21

20

7

6

Other

91

64

Total

1303

1346

Planning

Managing waterways

The long term lending by NWB Bank to the Water Authorities in 2014 amounted
to EUR 740 mln (see appendix). This takes care of for more than half of their
annual investments. The residual they receive from the taxes they levy.
NWB Bank provides for balance sheet financing, there is no financing of
individual projects.
Three examples of the projects accomplished by the water authorities in
2014 are shown on the next pages.
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PROJECT
EXAMPLES
IN 2014
Flood protection
Strengthening the coastline at Katwijk with
many environmental measures attached by
Hoogheemraadschap Rijnland.
The protection against the water at the coastline of Katwijk was below par according to the standards. At the
same time the pressure of parked cars was way too high. Therefor they strengthened the coastline with a dyke
embedded in broader dunes and created space for an underground parking garage. The result was more safety
and more parking spaces while maintaining the level of environmental quality.
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Wastewater treatment
Winning CO2 out of wastewater and sell it to the market
by Hoogheemraadschap Hollands Noorderkwartier.

Water Authorities produce biogas through the waste
water plants that they operate. A side effect of
the biogas production is a concentrated stream
of CO2. This CO2 is separated, collected
and subsequently sold on to for example
greenhouses. This concept makes it
possible for Water Authorities to fulfill
the climate targets and the MJA-3
contracts.
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Wastewater treatment
Cellulose assisted dewatering of sludge by the Water
Authorities, Wetterskip Fryslan and Noorderzijlvest.
The object of the CADoS project

Wastewater carried via sewers to the treatment plant contains solid

is to develop and to build a

matter that includes a large proportion of cellulose. The cellulose stems

prototype of the Cellulose

from the use of toilet paper. The project will separate the solid matter

Assisted Dewatering of Sludge

containing cellulose that is present in the sewage water by means of

(CADoS) water treatment

a fine sieve and will use the separated solid matter for the dewatering

concept at the Ulrum sewage-

of sewage sludge. The CADoS principle is being applied to attempt to

treatment plant. The CADoS

reduce significantly the use of chemicals at the treatment plant, to

principle will be applied to

consume less energy and to lower sludge processing costs. CADoS will

use a new sieving technology

also increase the energy yield from biogas in the fermentation of sludge.

innovatively within an existing
wastewater treatment process.

increase
of
biogas

cellulose dewaters sludge

toilet paper
= 80%
cellulose!

= less chemicals
= less transport
= cost reduction

fermentation
of sludge

seperating cellulose using a fine sieve

waste water treatment
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Second opinion
Cicero
As an independent, not-for-profit, research

Appendix
Lending by NWB Bank to Water Authorities in 2014
Trade Date

Notional

Amortisation
F=fixed
G=linear

15,000,000.00
15,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
30,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
25,000,000.00
30,000,000.00
8,000,000.00
8,000,000.00
35,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
5,000,000.00
4,000,000.00
4,000,000.00
25,000,000.00
40,000,000.00
15,000,000.00
15,000,000.00
30,000,000.00
25,000,000.00
25,000,000.00
45,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
15,000,000.00
30,000,000.00
7,100,000.00
10,000,000.00
40,000,000.00
30,000,000.00
15,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
5,000,000.00
5,000,000.00
5,000,000.00
40,000,000.00
15,000,000.00
12,000,000.00
22,000,000.00

10F
25G
10G
20G
10F
25G
20G
15.51F
12.5F
20G
22F
23F
24F
25F
30F
20G
4F
8F
20G
20G
12F
10G
25G
30F
9F
2F + 10G
40F
25G
40G
3F
10G
40G
15G
12.5F
25G
21F
22F
23F
40G
20G
20F, 5G
20G

institute, CICERO (Center for International
Climate and Environmental Research - Oslo)
provides second opinions on institutions’
framework and guidance for assessing and
selecting eligible projects for green bond
investments, and assesses the framework’s
robustness in meeting the institutions’
environmental objectives. The second opinion
is based on documentation of rules and
frameworks provided by the institutions
themselves (the client) and information
gathered during meetings, teleconferences
and e-mail correspondence with the client.
The second opinion of Cicero on the Waterbond
is on the website of NWB Bank:
www.nwbbank.com
Summary of Cicero opinion
Overall, NWB Bank’s green bond framework
and the governing laws of the regional Water
Authorities provide a holistic and sound
framework for climate-friendly investments.
The Water Authorities integrate a range
of environmental impacts in their project
plans, and perform environmental impact
assessments on all large projects. The green
bond framework lists eligible projects that
are generally supportive of the dual objective
of promoting a transition to low-carbon and
climate-resilient growth, and improving
biodiversity. NWB Bank provides regular and
transparent reports to investors and the public.
The regional Water Authorities take an
integrated approach to climate change and
biodiversity projects, and the bond framework
does not include any biodiversity projects that
would have a negative impact on the climate.
The Water Authorities are public entities
subject to regular and comprehensive reporting

6-jan
7-jan
8-jan
8-jan
13-jan
28-jan
5-feb
10-feb
12-feb
14-feb
19-feb
19-feb
19-feb
19-feb
19-feb
20-feb
5-mrt
5-mrt
6-mrt
18-mrt
20-mrt
29-apr
3-jun
18-jun
18-jun
23-jun
17-jul
20-aug
2-sep
25-sep
29-okt
3-nov
11-nov
12-nov
24-nov
25-nov
25-nov
25-nov
8-dec
10-dec
12-dec
15-dec

at the national and EU level.
Total 2014

740,100,000.00
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